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FEATURE FOCUS

It's now even easier to give your thoughts on the topics of the day. To share your opinion, 
simply type your message directly into the comment box.

To post a comment click here. 

Thursday, February 22, 2007

Is marriage a dying institution?
Posted at: 00:01

Marriage rates have fallen to their lowest level since records began 
in the 1800s, new figures have shown. Family campaigners say that 
unless the Government reintroduces incentives to marry, the 
institution could go into irreversible decline.

A forthcoming “marriage lite” law is likely to give an estimated two 
million cohabitees the right to financial maintenance and a share in 
their partner’s property if they break up. 

What do you think? Is marriage a dying institution? Has it outlived its 
usefulness to society? Do marriages still provide the best foundation 
for family life?

Should the Government encourage people to marry or would this 
simply lead to more divorces later? What incentives could boost 
marriage figures? Will "marriage lite" help or is it an insult to the 
concept of marriage?

To post a comment click here 

To send a letter to the editor of The Daily Telegraph, email 
dtletters@telegraph.co.uk  

Comments (67)

I believe marriage a good institution and the best environment in 
which to bring up children. 

I therefore would welcome marriage being given an appreciable 
financial incentive in the tax system, perhaps a larger allowance 
given to married couples with teenage children. 

Contrary to the silly claims of Roger, Bill Blake and Alex Sked (8.40, 
8.35 and 3.55 a.m.), I see absolutely no evidence for the New 
Labour government having done more harm to marriage than John 
Major`s. And the marital behaviour of Labour ministers has been 
better overall than Tories (e.g. Parkinson, Yeo). 

Gordon Brown and David Cameron appear to have good happy stable 
marriages, and I would like the two of them to get together and 
work out some tax incentive for marriage. Not a large sum, because 
obviously many folk living together are doing a good job in raising 
children, but appreciable. It would have much more clout if point-
scoring between the two main parties could be avoided. 

And maybe this would tempt the happy long-term bidie-ins to 
legalise. 
Posted by David Welch on February 22, 2007 6:57 PM
Report this comment 

Keith Manton writes: 

"The post earlier of the divorced young man who was pressured to 
marry by parents because of a child and then plunged into debt by a 
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selfish wife demanding more that they could afford is a tragic 
example of how the many millions of wonderful long term marriages 
are forgotton in this debate." 

That's because exceptions which prove a rule aren't usually relevant 
to an understanding of how that rule has come to exist. The point is 
that 'wonderful long-term marriages' are in rapid decline. They're 
being replaced with individuals who remain or become single, or who 
enter alternative forms of relationship, most of which are 
problematic, short term and end in failure. 

While financial and material security shouldn't be the only criterion 
on which to base decisions about relationships (or even, necessarily, 
the dominant one), people like Amanda who seem to believe that 
men have no moral right to take this into account are either women, 
Guardian readers, Government ministers or all three. 

I would never want a return to the pre-WWII status of marriage in 
which the woman was legally and financially subordinate. But we've 
now effectively reached the opposite extreme: and until the 
politicians realise that this is just as damaging, the social problems 
which have been attributed to the decline of the nuclear family are 
not going to go away. 

Nor is NuLab's 'marriage lite' going to solve the problem. In this 
proposed legislation materialises, the women in Edward's office won't 
be complaining about their boyfriends for much longer. As men 
rapidly come to the conclusion that co-habitation is just as risky to 
their long-term security as marriage, they'll find that they don't have 
any to complain about.
Posted by Leo Enticknap on February 22, 2007 5:58 PM 
Report this comment 

The cost of getting married is often out of all 
proportion, we are British and got married in 
France, the ceremony was free, and simple. The 
main cost was the documentation that was 
required from England. If it was made cheaper 
and without all the expected 'blow-out' perhaps  
more people would get married.
Posted by Lew on February 22, 2007 5:40 PM
Report this comment 

Amanda, the claim that "women have no idea how much men really 
hate them" is nonsense. Most men, like me, were raised by good 
mothers and fathers to respect women, but it is us men who are find 
just how much women hate us men. I work in an office full of women 
and all they do is slag off their boyfriends, nag their boyfriends on 
the phone, and often talk of how they wish they could find a rich 
husband they could then divorce. 

Trust me, you may be different, but in my experience, just by 
observing women and catching the occasional daytime chat-show or 
reading women's sections of newspapers just out of curiosity makes 
it evident that most women these days regard men with, at best, 
grudging tolerance, and at worst utter hostility. 

Stay single men! Avoid marriage and avoid co-habitation.  
Posted by Edward on February 22, 2007 4:30 PM
Report this comment 

I read in the US media yesterday that for the first time in history 
cohabiting couples in the USA have overtaken married numbers, in 
other words more unmarried than married people live together. (for 
those in Holderness) As a twice divorced 60 year old you might think 
I would have a poor view of marriage, but on the contrary I think 
quite the opposite. For most of my first marriage (21 yrs) and all of 
my second (15 yrs)I enjoyed the responsibilities of being in a stable 
loving family relationship. Despite having lost significant assests in 
both cases I think the institue of marriage is still a wonderful thing 
and it is a shame that many young people do not recognise this. I 
married, in both cases because I believed that I wanted to spend 
the rest of my life with that person not because it confered some 
kind of finacial benefit. The financial aspects of both never entered 
my head at the time, it was based purley on emotional 
considerations. 
I have no doubt that the trend to less marriages and more divorce is 
a product of shifting social values and the pressures of an 
increasingly competitive world where material values are overtaking 
emotional or spiritual values. The post earlier of the divorced young 
man who was pressured to marry by parents because of a child and 
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then plunged into debt by a selfish wife demanding more that they 
could afford is a tragic example of how the many millions of 
wonderful long term marriages are forgotton in this debate. 
Posted by Keith Manton on February 22, 2007 4:24 PM
Report this comment 

Marriage can only be strengthened and preserved by the One we 
appropriately call the ALmighty.
Posted by Father Bryan Storey on February 22, 2007 4:20 PM
Report this comment 

I would like to get married one day (I am 22) but only if I met the 
right person. 
No amounts of tax breaks will keep people together if they really 
really don't want to be. I think the best thing to do would be get 
people to think and talk about what they want before they commit 
to a marriage or move in. I know people who have got married 
without talking about if they want children, where they would like to 
live, their lifestyle etc- perhaps free (mandatory?) counselling before 
a wedding would be a good idea and make it stronger
Posted by Dave on February 22, 2007 3:42 PM
Report this comment 

Chapter 7 of the letter of St Paul to the Corinthians, and Verses 21 
to 33 of Chapter 5 of his letter to the Ephesians, should be the 
required reading for any couple contemplating marriage. They should 
also be read by any couple whose marriage is in difficulties. 
Posted by Bill Blake on February 22, 2007 8:35 AM 

Why would I read the bible? I am not a Christian and have no desire 
to be so why try to convert?
Posted by Garry on February 22, 2007 3:31 PM
Report this comment 

It seems to me that Leo's post very well illustrates the breakdown in 
trust, between men, women and the state, that the 'liberalising 
classes' have brought about.
Posted by Stuart on February 22, 2007 3:02 PM
Report this comment 

Yes, 'xris'... Us gays are to blame. We would also like to take 
responsibility for the influx of illegal fire-arms into the UK, climate 
change, and the current insurgencies in Iraq. You have our heart-
felt apologies.
Posted by David Llewellyn on February 22, 2007 2:04 PM
Report this comment 

I do believe that marriage is a dying institution, it is the general, 
moral decline of our nation that is partly to blame. When we were an 
insular body standards were higher, people were more considerate of 
each other, the influence of outsiders has been England's downfall. 
To get back to the question of marriage, a contract GENERALLY 
makes the parties concerned behave better, after all how would 
businesses fare if they did not have contracts drawn up between 
them, it would be too easy for partners to simply walk away. We 
have become a greedy society, a society of takers, at one time 
marriage meant you gave to a relationship to make it work, now 
people are so scared of the fallout of a fallout - they're frightened of 
being taken to the cleaners by greedy partners. People consider the 
divorce before the marriage contract has been drawn up - hence 
they decide not to bother. Marriages can work, but, tolerance and 
generosity must be employed, if it is there is a good chance of a 
long, happy, marriage. I have one, maybe I'm just lucky, that has 
lasted 30 years thusfar. 
Posted by maureen on February 22, 2007 1:45 PM
Report this comment 

Once again a legitimate question is met with a diatribe of abuse 
against women. I am happily married, we both work and earn the 
same, and I have no intention of using my husband as a "mobile 
atm". I think either the Telegraph has a high proportion of men who 
have had unhappy marriages or the old comment that "women have 
no idea how much men really hate them" is true. I find it truly 
shocking to read the vitriol poured over women day after day in 
these comments.
Posted by Amanda on February 22, 2007 1:39 PM
Report this comment 

Cameronfucius he say - "better to treat a bad father like a drink-
driver". I say - "better to treat a bad father like a bad mother". i.e. 
with the total support of the state and the family. Young men are 
practically expected to leave and punished in advance, during and 
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after they fulfil our darkest prophecies we have of them. I married 
17 years ago at the age of 20 and will be married until the day I die. 
But as a young man you get little credit from society for having a 
wife and family. Only sniggers, incredulity and funny looks. Unlike 
girls, nobody celebrates you. Now most kids are saddled with debt 
and couples have no chance of buying their first homes. Divorce 
laws favour women. We're making it just about impossible for young 
men to want to marry. Which will please the doomsayers - it'll prove 
them right. Unfortunately we'll all need to buy bullet-proof-vests, 
because the one thing men used to be valued for was instilling 
discipline to their boundary-challenging teenage sons. Now male 
discipline is called abuse and it carries a prison sentence. You reap 
what you sow.
Posted by Chris (Gateshead) on February 22, 2007 1:25 PM
Report this comment 

Interesting article, but would there be so many absent fathers if 
there weren't the benefits available to single mothers. I very much 
doubt it. 

I was brought up in a broken home on one of these estates, my 
mum was too proud to claim any benefits, so she worked 2 jobs to 
keep us. Now it seems as though girls make a career choice to have 
a couple of babies straight after school to save them having to get 
a job. In those circumstances and at that age, few relationships will 
ever be successful. 

Somehow, the incentives for girls to have babies whilst they 
themselves are not mature enough to have a long term stable 
relationship (the boys aren't mature enough either in most cases) 
have to be removed to address the root cause. 

Some tough decisions need to be made and frankly most politicians 
don't have the spine to make them. 

The country and the social system has been set up now to ensure 
the child is looked after at all costs, the mother, even if she is only 
a girl herself (by maturity), is surrounded by examplpes of this and 
knows her baby is her meal tickit.
Posted by maddog on February 22, 2007 1:23 PM
Report this comment 

Roger you are a prat if you think that you can blame this govt or 
any govt for the decline in marriage. Marriage is failing because men 
no longer want to be tied to a wife who sits at home demanding 
more and more. My Grandmother used to scold my grandfather for 
comming home from work early, while she never worked a day in her 
life. Men have more common sense these days to get involved with 
this nonsense.
Posted by John Smith on February 22, 2007 1:18 PM
Report this comment 

It seems to me that Leo's post very well illustrates the breakdown in 
trust, between men, women and the state, that the 'liberalising 
classes' have brought about.
Posted by Stuart on February 22, 2007 1:17 PM
Report this comment 

The state gives active support, both fiscal and moral, to 
"alternative" ways of life, and clearly supports the termination of 
marriages (easy divorce). Marriage itself receives no such support. 
Whatever peoples' personal preferences, the state should broadly 
act in the interests of the country as a whole. Those interests are 
best served by mainting married family life as the mainspring of 
society. But the state has actively undermined marriage and the 
family. The result is a society that is unstable and, in some ways, 
degenerate. 
Posted by Stu G on February 22, 2007 12:31 PM
Report this comment 

The institution of marriage has been around for thousands of years 
and, by providing a stable environment for the chidren thus created, 
has vastly enhanced the human race. However, since the advent of 
the socialist, secular society, whose leaders believe that they are 
superior to the divine beings of any religion, this highly successful 
institution has begun to decline. I believe your respondent, Kenneth 
Armitage, has summed it up rather well, I would only add that the 
"no responsibility" culture originating and encouraged by 'nu labour' 
have directly led to almost all the social problems that this country 
faces today. 
Finally, in answer to your respondent, Jordan, I would say that 
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every mother should be given the same tax break, whether single or 
married: the only reason the government abolished the married 
persons allowance was, firstly to force the wives of lower earners 
back to work, thus enabling them to steal 20% of the wife's income, 
secondly, it created more employment i.e. for child minders, from 
whom they could also steal 20% income. So the government not 
only gains revenue, but also reduces unemployment, a win, win 
situaton! The taxpayer should not be reponsible for the financial 
welfare of the children of absent fathers or mothers, the CSA has 
been a miserable failure in this regard.Surely the solution is simple, a 
minimum charge should be set by the authorities and this should be 
deducted at source from either salary or benefit, while not being 
excessive, it should be sufficient to pay for the childs basic needs. 
This charge could be proportionally adjusted for higher earners, but 
within reason. In this day and age of contraception, both the man 
and the woman must be responsible for their actions and the 
financial wellbeing of any conceived children is theirs and theirs 
alone! 
Posted by David West on February 22, 2007 12:22 PM
Report this comment 

Having been married at the age of 21 and now divorced at 23, I 
have strong reservations against marriage. 

Under extreme pressure from both sets of parents, me and my now 
ex wife walked down the aisle, after having a child. We had happily 
lived together for one year previously and all was well. 

The financial implications of funding my ex's dream wedding, spurred 
on by friends and family, I fell into debt. She could not or would not 
comprehend that our standard of living had to reduce as a direct 
result and so she took out loans and credit cards in my name, so as 
to continue living the comfortable life she was used to, that I had to 
deny her, so as to pay for the big day. 

The debt has caused arguements and is the direct cause for our 
relationships demise. 

I earnt and still do a good salary and have now been burdened with 
all this debt, which has caused the break down of my marriage. I am 
now having to clear this, plus finance the divorce and my obligations 
to my son, which I pay twice the required child support and see him 
for almost fifty percent of the time. 

Marriage and the cost and now the subsequent divorce, which is 
crippling me, not to mention, when she will be awarded cost of living 
from me, has turned me from the concept of marriage. 

Had we not married, we may still be together and I certainly would 
never have been saddled with all of the debt that I have been left 
with. 

My obligations as a father, I will never forget and cherish each 
moment I spend with him, and now choose to work tweleve hour 
days to earn more time off, however I am left wondering why do I 
have to pay for the privelege of splitting up with someone. 

Marriage and divorce are both weighted in the favour of the wife 
(especially mother) and having been through hell I would never 
reccomend anyone to marry.
Posted by James on February 22, 2007 12:07 PM
Report this comment 

As a 33 year-old professional, hetereosexual male who has never 
been married, I would not contemplate doing so under 
circumstances, given the current legal framework and political 
atmosphere. 

Three decades of feminism and misandrous family law has turned 
marriage into what is in effect a vehicle for subordinating and 
victimising men. Biased family court judges, the CSA and 'no fault' 
divorces have created a situation whereby if a woman wants to 
divorce her husband for any reason, has has an almost guaranteed 
right to do so, taking with her any children, the family home, a large 
proportion of her husband's assets and his pension. She then has 
the effective right to deny her husband access to his children, while 
at the same time forcing him to pay for their upkeep (in theory 
access orders against mothers can be made, but this happens very 
rarely and even then they are virtually never meaningfully enforced). 
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The wife will almost certainly get legal aid to persecute her ex-
husband, but the husband will almost certainly not. Even if the 
husband behaves honourably and responsibly throughout the 
marriage while the wife has several affairs, neglects the children 
etc. etc., the husband will almost always be financially and 
emotionally punished by any divorce settlement. 

If you think the above is an exaggeration, consider the Melissa Miller 
case, in which a woman who had only been married for a couple of 
years and did not have any children was still awarded a large 
proportion of her husband's assets by the court. 

One thing this morning's coverage of the marriage statistics didn't 
mention was that not only is the number of new marriages going 
down, but the number of existing marriages ending in divorce is 
going up. Simply looking at the current law and the statistics about 
family relationships, the only rational conslusion is that for a 
professional male, marriage is simply too dangerous. All my wife 
would have to do is decide that she was bored with me, or wanted 
to trade me in for a new model, or couldn't be bothered to support 
me if I ran into problems (came down with a serious, chronic illness, 
for example), and she could walk out with at least half my assets, 
and probably more. I simply can't risk that if I want to keep a roof 
over my head for the rest of my life. 

I would consider cohabiting if I met the right person and it was on 
the basis of a cast iron, legally enforcable agreement which 
enshrined the principle that assets brought to the relationship were 
returned to their original partner in the event of separation, and that 
the circumstances which led to the breakdown played a major role in 
determining custody of any children (for example, if my partner was 
to leave me after having an affair with someone else, I wouldn't 
want someone who feels that acceptable to play the principal role in 
bringing up my kids). 

I was very disappointed with David Cameron's piece in today's 
Telegraph in which, like Blair, the only solution he can think of for 
the collapse of marriage and the nuclear family is to bash absent 
fathers even more. The Government, the BBC and The Guardian has 
been doing that for the last 10 years; and they still haven't learnt 
that extracting money from absent parents won't result in children 
being raised in stable family units. Just as important as getting 
tough on parents who refuse to discharge their responsibilities is to 
reject the Polly Toynbee dogma and create a legal and political 
framework in which men are encouraged to and supported in playing 
an equal role in the formation and development of nuclear families 
(as Iain Duncan-Smith has thankfully been trying to do). Until such a 
framework exists, I will regard remaining single as the lesser of two 
evils.
Posted by Leo Enticknap on February 22, 2007 12:03 PM 
Report this comment 

Can you tell me what benefits is there for a man to marry? We are 
branded as violent, don’t want to have contact with our own 
children, and we don’t pay for our children.  

The fact is the Courts and Cafcass officers are sexist, the Childs act 
should be renamed the Mothers Act, women deliberately frustrate 
contact in many cases, and the courts do nothing, a woman can 
mentally abuse the child to hate their father, but that is acceptable 
by the courts and feminist of this country. But because its not 
cigarettes burns its ok since you cannot see mental abuse, but the 
poor child will eventually abuse their own children. 

We are branded as violent though its not factually true but no one 
does anything about reporting facts correctly, since the Media is 
into sensationalism and wants to appease many of its feminist 
supporters. 

Then we come to the CSA, the legislation was rushed through 
government to save the tax man paying out for benefits, but the 
status quo still remains it only hits easy targets and its an unfair 
way of doing things. If anyone had any sense they would 
incorporate contact with child payments, but the gravy train for the 
legal profession would greatly reduce, and it would free so many 
courts. But do remember the government has to look after the legal 
people since quite a few were one at one time 

Posted by Will Jones on February 22, 2007 12:01 PM
Report this comment 
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I think gay marriages have made the sacred marriage of man and 
woman a waist of time. Before gay marriages I thought that 
marriage was a sacred institution which enabled a man and a woman 
to come together under the eyes of god. To establish a firm base of 
values for a family to be created. 
Clearly NOW! Marriage has become just another piece of paper 
which enables you to reduce your taxes. 

Posted by xris on February 22, 2007 11:49 AM
Report this comment 

This is simple, and I doubt the situation is much different in the UK 
than here in the US: At best, marriage nowadays is little more than 
notorized cohabitation; at worst, it confers no substantive rights on 
the man, only obligations. For women it's the reverse. In other 
words, from the male point of view, marriage is an adhesion 
contract. 

Easy divorce makes marriage a sham contract which the State won't 
enforce and which one party (usually the woman) can unilaterally 
break and be rewarded for doing so with the aid and coercive power 
of the State. 

No, it's not a romantic view, but men are forced to look at it this 
way because no one's looking out for their interests. So much for it 
being a man's world... 

Maybe the falling marriage numbers just reflect a decreasing number 
of chumps, which would be a good thing.
Posted by Martian Bachelor (U.S.) on February 22, 2007 11:47 
AM
Report this comment 

Who wants to live in an institution in the first place?
Posted by Thorsten Krings on February 22, 2007 11:46 AM
Report this comment 

Whether marriage is a dying institution (lies, damn lies and 
statistics), I do not know. 
What I DO know is that it should only end in death.
Posted by Ben Stanley on February 22, 2007 11:44 AM
Report this comment 

Why should we have to persuade people to marry? Quotes from the 
bible (which, surprisingly for some of us, does not play a role in 
everyone's lives today) and tax breaks have no place in this 
discussion. If couples are happy just living together, let them do so. 
Better than a married couple that isn't happy at all - and there are 
plenty of those around today, too. It has nothing to do with fear of 
commitment. We all know that divorce is getting easier and more 
common by the day. So, theoretically, no couple is forced to stay 
together for life, married or not, unless they really want to. And if 
some of us only stay together because the financial burden of 
divorce is too great, well that's hardly an encouraging example to 
young people wondering whether to marry today, is it? What, 
therefore, is the point in desperately trying to find incentives, in 
order to entice couples to marry? It is quite simply no longer a 
necessity, in order to survive (and be happy - we tend too often to 
forget that point), today. Society has changed. I married because 
my husband and I both, coincidentally, wanted to marry. But I was 
happy for years before we married and nothing has changed since. 
We wouldn't have split, if we hadn't married. We both knew that we 
would stay happy as we were, too. Neither of us grew up feeling we 
had to marry at some point in the future. And that big step turned 
out to be nothing spectacular in the end ... no incentives, no bible. 
Just a very personal decision. Leave people in peace to make their 
own decisions. There are enough divorces and unhappy marriages 
today as it is, without us encouraging more people to take the 
plunge without first having had a long time to think about it.
Posted by Catherine on February 22, 2007 11:34 AM
Report this comment 

I would like to direct your attention to the associated article in this 
newspaper by Patricia Morgan, entitled 'Analysis of decline in 
marriage'. She hits the nail right on the head! New Labour and its 
devious adherents are so obviously to blame for the present ills of 
our disintegrating society. This is social engineering of the worst and 
most dangerous kind. 

Posted by John Lewis on February 22, 2007 11:33 AM
Report this comment 
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Please keep the tradition of marriage alive, I love wedding cake. 
Thats why I have got married three times.It's only the divorces that 
are expensive.
Posted by M.T. Quickgo on February 22, 2007 11:28 AM
Report this comment 

The woman that I live with is the love of my life, and we'd be 
together whether we were married or not. 

We actually got married (white wedding, 1300 year old church) 
because that's what our parents wanted. They've done enough for 
us, so why not do something in return that makes them happy? 

Marriage didn't mean much to either of us apart from wearing a ring 
(which I get stuck in mechanical items at work, get caught on door 
handles etc) but we're now really glad that we did get married. 15 
years and counting. 

I think what's dying is monogamy and commitment. Teenage girls 
know that they can get social security for life and a council flat at 
the top of the list by becoming unmarried mothers. 

What's dying is the age of personal responsibility. Travel around 
many estates and you'll see armies of "Vicky Pollard" lookalikes 
(another wickedly accurately observed Matt Lucas cration) many 
with three different children by three different fathers all of whom 
live on the back of those of us who work for a living. 

The old jokes such as "what's the definition of confusion? Fathers 
Day in xxxx" and "Why wasn't Christ born in xxxx? Because they 
couldn't find three wise men and a virgin" could be true of most inner 
cities.
Posted by Dave in Notts on February 22, 2007 11:10 AM
Report this comment 

I certainly hope it's not. Although it seems more and more common 
for people to divorce these days, rather than hold a marriage 
together. I find that more people divorce than actually get married 
and I find this is quite saddening. Marriage is surely a big part of 
family life as it helps provide a comfortable environment for children. 
Without it, family life would be nothing.
Posted by Dale on February 22, 2007 11:10 AM
Report this comment 

Marriage is an evolving institution. Many years ago I was amongst 
guests at a country house; our host spoke warmly of his beloved 
wife and she featured in every conversation – however there were 
no photographs of her and she made no appearance throughout the 
weekend. As I was leaving I raised this with our host. For a few 
seconds he appeared bemused, the roared “Good God man, I don’t 
LIVE with her! She has a house in Wales!”  

This thought obviously took root, as wife and I are now also 
H.A.M.B.L.E.s – HAppily Married But Living Elsewhere. I commend this 
motion to the House. 

Posted by Drab Barnacle on February 22, 2007 11:10 AM
Report this comment 

Marriage is a sacrament first and an institution recognized by the 
government for legal purposes second. Marriage will never die out in 
that sense. However, the declining number of marriages is due to 
the powerful hold of popular culture on modern society. It is 
projected that being unmarried is more convenient and less limiting, 
allowing for the more carefree lifestyle that pop culture promotes.
Posted by Ashley on February 22, 2007 10:59 AM
Report this comment 

Yes, marriage is a dying institution for all the modern reasons and 
living. In a typical happy marriage the words I, me and mine are 
replaced by we, us and ours. There are no secrets between the 
couples in an ideal marriage. However, alas modern marriage is two 
individuals holding a certificate and they talk, breath and live ME, 
MINE, MY INDEPENDENCE AND MY FREEDOM. THERE IS NO GIVE AND 
TAKE. . Add to this government's conspiracy to end marriages by 
withdrawing married couples’ tax allowance and other benefits. So 
bye, bye marriage and welcome single parent families, broken 
families and vandals, brats and hooligans being raised as children! 
We are burying our heads in sand and wondering why there are so 
many dysfunctional individuals roaming the streets. We make fun of 
people from other cultures who, have decent families and behave in 
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a very respectable way towards their parents, their elders and 
teachers. We make fun of Indian and Chinese families where in the 
offspring is brought up in decent and civilised way and now we want 
to teach respect and start respect zones and what is more we have 
to pay for this! So respect, courtesy and decency are going full 
circle. Go east my dear friend and learn all these all over again and 
then, marriage institution will be restored back where it belongs. 
After all marriage institution is the fundamental unit of a community, 
a locality, a nation, a country and civilisation. I hope the Tory party, 
which, believes in marriage institution, will reintroduce the tax 
breaks for married couples, make divorce difficult for the sake of the 
children and abolish or reduce considerably the Inheritance Tax. 
We had been married over 35 years and we have no secrets. We 
know about each other's bank accounts and open each other's 
letters. We both are professionals. In addition, we are happy! 

Posted by Sridhar Rao on February 22, 2007 10:58 AM
Report this comment 

I am getting so fed up, no, angry, at people who are always going 
on about marriage being the bed rock of society blah, blah, blah!!!! 

As a single 30 something man, am I therefore to think that all the ills 
of modern day society are to be laid at my feet? 

I wish to apologise to society for the fact that being of quite plain, 
no ugly appearance, I am un-married. Please forgive me for the 
break down in society, I didn't mean it, honest Guv'! 
Posted by Single, therefore to blame! on February 22, 2007 
10:52 AM
Report this comment 

Marriage is necessary because so many people are wayward ; they 
tend not to keep their promises (express or implied). To make a 
promise of marriage binding it was, until recently, generally sufficient 
to make it with God as a witness. When God was effectively 
banished, its legal substitute became debased because mere laws 
may be changed at the whim of politicians who depend on the 
wayward people to preserve their positions of power. More recently, 
politicians have realised that there is no point in holding people to 
any promises at all, because it sees marriage as a purely financial 
arrangement ; and the machinery of state is believed to be quite 
able to support those broken financial promises by means of 
taxation. So Parliament has simplified matters by effectively 
abolishing marriage. 

I wonder what would be the result of Parliament abolishing all 
contracts? For example, I have a contract with the state to drive 
my car with care and consideration ; if I were to drive recklessly 
and, as a result, be fined a hundred pounds - would the state pay 
my fine? If I failed to pay for goods I had taken delivery of, would 
the state pay the bill for me? Although the state could well afford to 
pay my fines, it would undoubtedly respond with a resounding No to 
both questions. Why, then, does the state not insist that marriage 
be governed by binding contract - and that the contract be 
honoured? 

In truth, contracts are not merely about money ; they are rooted in 
the concept of honour. A society without honour is one not worth 
living in. 

Posted by Stuart on February 22, 2007 10:44 AM
Report this comment 

Having attended two weddings and one civil partnership ceremony in 
the last year, I find this news quite alarming. If anything, I would 
have thought that marriages were on the increase. 
"Marriage Lite" is a dreadful idea. If people want the financial 
security that comes with a marriage, they should get married. Now 
that the Civil Partnerships Law has been passed nobody has an 
excuse to treat their long-term relationship flippantly. Relationships 
of all sorts bind us together and (hopefully) remind us that there are 
other people in the world who are worth our consideration, our time, 
and our love. Simply treating a relationship as a financial opportunity 
without pledging (both in the eyes of the law and, if necessary, your 
God) your commitment to the other person is at best a cop-out and 
at worst manipulative and cold.
Posted by David Llewellyn on February 22, 2007 10:35 AM
Report this comment 
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Marriage is not dying...it is alive and well, and rumours of it's death 
are premature. Four of my friends, all professional women in their mid 
30's want what I've got, a stable and successful marriage and 
children. They are all adamant that marriage has to come before 
children as they all perceive marriage to be the best way to bring 
them up. This is despite a couple of parental divorces in the mix. 

It was interesting to note that when teaching about marriage during 
GCSE RE lessons, the majority of my students wanted to be married, 
and could see the point and purpose of such a relationship. This was 
unaffected by any religious belief; those who had seen their parents 
marriage succeed wanted the same; and those who had had a 
disruptive home life wanted to experience the stability of marriage 
for themselves. The difference between a wedding and a marriage 
was always stressed and discussed at length. Furthermore, these 
were pupils at a comprehensive school. If they can see the future in 
marriage, then it will survive. 

It is interesting to note that both the Prime Minister and the 
Chancellor live in traditional relationships; however it was amusing to 
see Tessa Jowell believes in for better but not in for worse when the 
trouble blew up around her husband. Says it all really. 
Posted by RLS on February 22, 2007 10:35 AM
Report this comment 

Marriage is unimportant when it's socially acceptable for couples to 
live together and when gays can parody it. We should ditch it and 
instead make a big celebration of birth when two people could 
acknowledge responsibility and commit themselves to the child's 
wellbeing
Posted by John Ledbury on February 22, 2007 10:31 AM
Report this comment 

Marriage is the best institution ever invented! Marriage is the best 
commitment any couple can make to each other and marriage 
definitely gives stability and foundation to offspring.
Posted by Mararet Hambleton on February 22, 2007 10:25 AM
Report this comment 

Why even ask the question? It really makes no difference, some 
partnerships founder, others prosper, a marriage certificate will make 
no difference to the eventual outcome. If you marry to seek tax 
breaks, then you really have lost the point.
Posted by Julia on February 22, 2007 10:25 AM
Report this comment 

A man who gets married is a fool, given the way courts currently 
deal with divorce settlements and matters relating to contact and 
involvement with their child's life. A woman who doesn't marry is 
equally stupid for the same reason.
Posted by Jeremy Whaley on February 22, 2007 10:23 AM
Report this comment 

I do not believe that marriage is a dying institution. However the 
cost of a wedding is a major stumbling block to beginning the 
process. 

Weddings do not need to be expensive you cry! 

No, but with a young society who are fed a non stop round of 
celebrity news, sorry gossip on TV, radio, glossy magazines and 
even in the Telegraph nothing less than a very expensive glitizy day 
will do. 

So under the pretext of saving for the day, couples co-habit and 
after they are heavily in debt because the house has to have the 
very best of white goods, furniture, TV and sound system all on 
credit. They cannot by now even afford the regular nights out they 
enjoy, though it does not stop them going out, but never with their 
partner (Hate the word). They drink to excess have an affair at the 
drop of a hat, after all they are not married, and then split and go 
their seperate ways. 

This is the problem, the young are obcessed with celebrity culture 
and lifestyle. 

Posted by Jimmy Lindley on February 22, 2007 10:18 AM
Report this comment 

As ever, people here fail to accept that society is constantly 
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evolving and inevitably the role of marriage and the nuclear family 
will change just as that of the extended family had done over the 
past fifty years. 

The vast majority of middle class cohabiting couples and single 
parents adapt to this and manage to raise their children perfectly 
well, complete with the involvement of a nominally absent father. 

The difficulties occur where they have always done, in the margins 
of society where people live on the edge of genuine deprivation. A 
simplistic call for a return to a half remembered state of affairs of 
fifty years is not going to deal with the real underlying problems. 

Posted by Pete Betts on February 22, 2007 10:15 AM
Report this comment 

Marriage in and of itself is a good concept. Intended for a man and a 
woman to help and love each other as a husband and wife union. 
Secondly for natural procreation with a mom and a dad for their kids. 
These days divorce is to easy. Also some don't take their marriage 
vowels serious enough. A Church marriage can strengthen a 
marriage due to the Spiritual connection. Usually a mom and a dad 
together is best for the kids. Media should show some of the good 
marriages instead of only couples who break apart.
Posted by Larry on February 22, 2007 10:11 AM
Report this comment 

"Mr Cameron has called for more powers to "compel" fathers to look 
after their children. He has said fathers who walk out should be 
tracked down and have money to support their children docked from 
their wages or benefits." 

There speaks the voice of a priviledged background. Does Mr 
Cameron have any idea why men walk out on their children? I doubt 
it and it looks as if he merely wants to address the symptoms rather 
than the cause of the problem. 

Mr Cameron... one question please? How many fathers in Britain 
committed suicide last year because they could not fufil legal 
commitments towards their families? 

Posted by Mark Hamill-Stewart on February 22, 2007 10:06 AM 
Report this comment 

My partner and I have two children and have been together for over 
twenty years. We probably represent the kind of stable relationship 
people associate with marriage. Had we got married would anything 
have been different? Probably not, our relationship is defined by us, 
not a piece of paper. 

If we offer incentives to people to get married ( tax breaks, no child 
allowance without marriage etc.) then those relationships will be 
defined by the people involved and will fail or succeed accordingly. 
Some people will get married for the financial benefit. Is that what 
we want? Marriage as a means of getting more money. People will do 
it, but it won’t affect the outcome of the relationship.  

Children fare better with two married parents you say. They 
probably do statistically at the moment because people who get 
married and have children for the ‘right’ reasons will try to make the 
relationship work. Change the rules so that people get married for 
the ‘wrong’ reason (money), then I suspect that statistically 
marriage will prove to be a much less effective vehicle for bringing 
up children than it is now. 

Or, to put it another way; encouraging two people to get married 
through financial incentives doesn’t make them better parents.  

Posted by David on February 22, 2007 10:06 AM
Report this comment 

I know what i am about to say will put off some,but here goes.Our 
creator instituted marriage for the mutual benefit of men and 
women. Not only this, but also for any children that may arise from 
that realtionship.But, as usual,we think we know better than our 
maker!This is not to be judgmental,but merely to state the 
facts.Until at such times we recognise the true state of things, we 
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will continue to suffer the conesquences of our wrong choices!
Posted by raymond.douglas3@ntlworld.com on February 22, 
2007 10:00 AM
Report this comment 

Well said Roger!!! (22/02 8.40am)
Posted by Sue Walsh on February 22, 2007 10:00 AM
Report this comment 

Church marriages were until a hundred and thirty years ago were the 
privilege of the landed and middle classes. The costs were beyond 
the finances of the working classes, who would live as a married 
couple without the official stamp of the church. Equally divorce 
would stigmatise those involved until the late 1950's, as it was 
viewed amongst the upper classes as making the family line untidy. 
Registry office weddings tended to be the preserve of the divorced 
as the Church would not allow divorcee's to marry again in Church, 
and couples where the female was pregnant. Even in working class 
families children born out of wedlock were stigmatised as bastard 
offspring if the parents did not co-habitate. The alternative to 
marriage for a large number of single pregnant women was either a 
back street abortion, or being sent away to stay with relatives until 
the birth. The child was then put up for adoption. For other 
pregnant girls the alternative was a stay in an unmarried mothers 
home until the birth, then the child would be adopted. 
Many middle class unmarried mothers in the early 1900's and until 
the late 1930's even ended up in Mental Institutions, committed 
because the family could not bear the stigma of pregnancy outside 
wedlock. Many of these women remained in these institutions until 
death, having become totally institutionalised. 
The fall in the number of C of E Church marriages across all classes 
of society probably has more do do with a more questioning society 
that are no longer willing to accept the concept of a God, and see 
religious belief as outmoded. Many will still have a Church wedding 
for the spectacle, but in truth have no real belief. 
In the Highlands of Scotland and some Scandinavian countries until 
two hundred years ago it was acceptable that the proposed wife 
would have to show she was capable of bearing children before a 
marriage could take place.This would be encouraged by the parents. 

In later years governments and the establishment encouraged 
official marriage as a means of social control, indeed a married man 
with children would be prefered to a single man when applying for 
employment, as he would be viewed as likely to be more stable and 
loyal due to his family responsibilities. 
Church weddings are still popular within the Catholic community 
where belief is stronger and less questioning, as are religious 
wedding ceremonies amongst ethnic religions. 
I married many years ago in a Church of England service, however a 
Roman Catholic friend informed me that in his eyes my marriage was 
not recognised as I had not married in a Catholic Church, and it 
made no difference that neither my wife or I were Catholics? 
So in my eyes the whole concept of official marriage is a minefield of 
contradictions. What really matters in truth is that a couple love and 
respect each other and foster that belief in their children whether 
officially joined or not. 

Posted by D Haslam on February 22, 2007 9:53 AM
Report this comment 

Marriage is definitely not a dying instituion. 

It has merely fallen into disuse.
Posted by Henry Pilkington-Smythe on February 22, 2007 9:08 
AM
Report this comment 

Why should marriage be encouraged by tax breaks? If it is such a 
wonderful institution then it would stand on it's own two feet. If the 
only reason people get married is so that they can be slightly better 
off then maybe it is better if that rite is allowed to pass into history.
Posted by Jordan on February 22, 2007 9:05 AM
Report this comment 

I completely agree with Alex Sked. Marriage and the inter-related 
family are the very foundations of a healthy society. The policies of 
New Labour have destroyed the goodness that used to come from 
these institutions and Gordon Brown has been instrumental.I cannot 
wait for this unworthy sham of a Government to be kicked out of 
office at the next elections
Posted by Roger on February 22, 2007 8:40 AM
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Report this comment 

Not as such, no. The reason that so many couples cohabit without 
marriage is due to the feckless, instant gratification attitudes of so 
many people nowadays. And the reason why the average ages of 
those who do marry is rising is due simply to the number of times 
that individuals who marry do so following previous failures. I look 
forward to a government that implements a rule of "no marriage 
certificate, no child allowance". A thought for you Mr Cameron.
Posted by Morris Hickey of Chigwell, Essex on February 22, 
2007 8:36 AM
Report this comment 

Marriage is only a dying institution in the minds of those who wish to 
see this. Unfortunately many of these people are ministers in our 
Labour Government whose own marriages for various reasons, have 
failed. 
It is proven to be the very best arrangement for a man and woman 
to live together & for the bringing up of children, & is blessed by the 
God of the Bible through whom everything was created and is kept 
in being. 
It does however require wholehearted commitment, self discipline, 
and the acceptance & forgiveness of each others faults, by both 
husband and wife. 
Chapter 7 of the letter of St Paul to the Corinthians, and Verses 21 
to 33 of Chapter 5 of his letter to the Ephesians, should be the 
required reading for any couple contemplating marriage. They should 
also be read by any couple whose marriage is in difficulties.
Posted by Bill Blake on February 22, 2007 8:35 AM
Report this comment 

On the news last night it was noted that more children are now born 
outside wedlock in Wales than within. 

Why is marriage so alien to young couples - I'm assuming that many 
of these children are being born in secure long term relationships - 
and are not the casual spawn of passing encounters with the cost 
of their upbringing falling to the State? 

Is it about lack of commitment - or down to the "it's just a piece of 
paper" argument, which seems to be about these days? 

People have short memories. It is only a generation or so ago that 
illegitmacy was a lifelong blight and a source of shame. 

My late Father was an illegitimate product of the 1920s - something 
he carried like a cross his entire life. 

The legal rights have changed - but rights and wrongs as to the 
product of an informal union have not in the eyes of many. The child 
has no choice in the matter. 

Interestingly, there is now a proposal that spouses to be brought in 
from abroad should learn English before they come into our 
community. This promotes assimilation into the mainstream and has 
to be a Good Thing. 

I find it ironic that where the marriage is the device which enables 
immigration within a minority it is a convenience - but for many in 
the mainstream it is ignored for its own sake. No rights and wrongs 
perhaps - but motives a-plenty it seems. 
Posted by simon coulter on February 22, 2007 8:22 AM
Report this comment 

When people marry, they do so to be together, to legalise a 
perfectly healthy, physical attraction which nature provided. The 
problems come later when that attraction changes be weakening or 
strengthening. Children will not improve a relationship and should 
only be desired on an extremely solid background. No-one can 
foresee success or failure. But, one should, at least have a 
prenuptial legalised contract which, if not solving all the problems, 
can at least eliminate the horror of financial disaster of either of the 
partners. For the future generation - marriage must remain THE 
institution when considering having children. 
Posted by Ann Johnson,Brussels on February 22, 2007 8:18 AM
Report this comment 

Whatever happened to the idea of marrying for the best reason: 
Romantic Love? Which implies Faithfulness and Devotion to the 
Other for life, come what may. I repeat: COME WHAT MAY. These 
days there are too many bolt-holes, too many temptations to 
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become self-oriented and absorbed by the need to pursue purely 
selfish desires 'as a right'. All marriages demand SOME form of 
sacrifice, and THIS is what many people disregard at their peril. 
Some people sadly need their moral heads examining rather than be 
prompted to jump into marriage at the first twitch of their sexual 
impulses. Sex is the natural bait, but hard work at relationships 
should follow (or maybe the other way round?) There ought to be 
counselling prior to getting married, such as is encouraged in the 
churches. In the absence of this, many couples flounder at the first 
argument, and the spiral of decline accelerates from that point 
onwards. The other reason why a third of marriages fail is the lack 
of social stability: in the bad old day (sic) one 'knew ones place' in 
society, and for good or ill this DID provide a kind of stability 
because at least society was less volatile and less mobile. One was, 
paradoxically more 'secure' in ones place in society. Nowadays one 
can flit between jobs and locations to a greater degree than was 
ever thought possible in earlier generations, thus encouraging a 'why 
not?' attitude, which in turn begets Total Selfishness, and 
Faithfulness and Devotion take second or third place in peoples' 
priorities. This is why many modern formal marriages founder in 
favour of cohabitation with no ties on either side. No ties = no 
stability. No stability = break-up. 
Posted by Richard on February 22, 2007 8:17 AM
Report this comment 

Marriage might not be the bedrock of society but it has more than a 
degree of influence on how society evolves. Marriage is on the rocks 
because of the gradual decline in social, moral, ethical and even 
Christian values in Britain over the last 20 or 30 years, coupled with 
the rise of feminism and the growth of liberal intellectual elite 
policies that puts the total financial burden on the father when a 
marriage fails that have decimated the notion of family, that is 
father, mother and children. Plus what appears to be clear 
encouragement, by the state, to accept numerous alternative 
lifestyles including single-parent groups and other combination 
arrangements of two mothers, two fathers, one mother and two 
fathers or one mother with numerous uncles and far too many 
teenage girls provided with accommodation and state support and 
far too many people who appear to live their life on state benefits 
by not working and producing children. 
Posted by Kenneth Armitage on February 22, 2007 7:58 AM
Report this comment 

Until the Government - any Government - stops making it so very 
easy for married and unmarried Fathers.. who have children to live 
to walk away, claim their penniless and leave their ex family in 
poverty!
Posted by Mamamia on February 22, 2007 7:57 AM
Report this comment 

Why should any man marry? Nowadays men have to behave in a 
marriage whereas women can do much as they please! This 
government has made it far too easy for the woman to have the 
man ejected from the family home along with the compulsion to pay 
maintenance after a break up that he didn't want and which may 
not have been his fault. 
Is it any wonder marriage is on the decline after 10 years of 'the 
most feminist government in hstory'. (Tessa Jowell's words, not 
mine).
Posted by Ian Bitter on February 22, 2007 7:53 AM
Report this comment 

It's simple really: 

Women want to have a career 
Men want to have a career 
Men don't want to marry because if they divorce, they lose too 
much money and the house. 
Women don't want to marry because they lose their independence 
and perhaps get stuck with a baby 

Why get married? No need. 
Posted by Pete on February 22, 2007 7:16 AM
Report this comment 

Until the Government - any Government - stops making it so very 
easy for unmarried mothers who have children to live on Social 
Security and have a Council House for life, then marriage is going to 
decline 

Sadly, after the child has been conceived - men are 'surplass to 
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requirements' - except as a mobile ATM  

Regards 

Norman Tomlinson 
Lancaster 

ENDS 
++++
Posted by Norman Tomlinson on February 22, 2007 7:01 AM
Report this comment 

The Government can do little either way. What must change for 
marriage to flourish is the general attitude within society that it is 
right to put your own desires first because it is 'natural'. Such an 
attitude is corrosive to any effort to build a good marriage or bring 
up a child well and happily. 
Posted by Tim Saunders on February 22, 2007 6:59 AM
Report this comment 

Tax allowances and benefits influence young people's behaviour far 
more than one might imagine. It may be some vestigial tribal thing. 
Only the very strong treat the implied messages with the contempt 
they deserve, and get on with their lives, regarding the government 
as a robber baron to be avoided. 

Most are led. The result is a nasty little society full of semi-feral 
chavs, shouting and littering.
Posted by Mike Evans on February 22, 2007 5:21 AM
Report this comment 

Marriage is the most firm of foundations and when governments 
fiddle to disrupt this institution, then society as a whole begins to 
dissintegrate as is happening in socialist societies.
Posted by Brian Andrews on February 22, 2007 4:32 AM
Report this comment 

Marriage should be the bedrock of our society. It should be 
encouraged by government policy and by tax incentives. The falling 
marriage rates reflect a failure of society and all its associated 
problems. No wonder other countries look at the UK and the western 
world and shake their heads. 

Society's problems are excacerbated with single parent families and 
short term relationships. Children suffer badly. Social workers are in 
great demand. Costs and subsidies soar. 

New Labour and its allies have much to answer for in this regard. 
They have regulated the destruction of marriage as an institution. 
They have encouraged cohabitation and single mothers and society 
is paying the price. 

Posted by Alex Sked on February 22, 2007 3:55 AM
Report this comment 

Your questions, 'Is marriage a dying institution?', 'Has it outlived its 
usefulness to society?', and 'Do marriages still provide the best 
foundation for family life?' made me think that society hasn't much 
use for marriage as it has been understood up till now. What the 
planners want is a stable society, and they think (reasonably 
enough) that stable family life provides a basis for a stable society. 
But people don't marry for the sake of a stable society - they do it 
for their own private reasons, good or bad, and if they notice 
propaganda devised to 'strengthen marriage', they will ignore it or 
despise it. 
Speaking for my wife and myself, we married because we found 
ourselves attracted to each other, for various reasons. It had 
nothing to do with the needs of society at large - as with every 
other couple we know, our reasons were purely self-centred.  
Posted by Priscus on February 22, 2007 2:43 AM
Report this comment 

Post a comment
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